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Name of Organization American Red Cross

Grant Report Contact Person Leigh Elliott

Grant Report Contact Email Address

Grant Contact Phone (if different than
primary organization phone)

What is the total amount of grant(s)
received from Middle Tennessee
Emergency Response Fund, which this
report covers? 

100000.00

What balance, if any, do you have
remaining from Middle Tennessee
Emergency Response Fund grant(s)? 

0.00

If you have funds remaining, how long
before you expect them to be spent?

Week-10 Days

What portion of funds spent was on
staffing?

0

What portion of funds spent was on
administrative costs? (non-staff
operational costs: mileage, technology,
etc) 

0

What portion of funds spent was on
direct costs to support tornado
survivors? (food, cash assistance,
clothing, etc) 

100

Did you hire/need to hire new staff (PT,
FT, temp) exclusively for tornado
recovery work?

no

If you hired new staff, please indicate
how many.

n/a



Please Indicate, if any, Organizations
You Collaborated With in Your Tornado
Recovery Efforts:

The  Red Cross worked with many public and private partners in the wake
of the tornadoes.  For example, in conjunction with many other
organizations, we set up five Multi Agency Resource Centers across the
impacted area. These centers prevent confusion and duplication of
services for families affected by the disaster by bringing together multiple
service providers in a single location to provide on-site assistance. Families
were able to access culturally inclusive resources such as temporary
housing, casework assistance, bulk supplies, emotional and spiritual care.
? 

In addition, during this response, the Red Cross is committed to supporting
everyone impacted, regardless of income, race or religion (or any other
determinant). One of the ways we do our best to accomplish this goal is to
partner with other organizations who have trusted relationships with
targeted populations. We are grateful for partnerships with the following:
NAACP, Greater Nashville Muslim Relief, Community Resource Center,
Lee Chapel AME Learning Center, Baptist Convention, AME Church, and
Nation Latino. 

Indicate Where You Provided Tornado
Relief (County Level Detail):

Putnam
Davidson
Wilson
Cumberland
Humphreys
Smith

Please Indicate Any/All Categories
Where You Spent Fund from Grant(s)
Received

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10445119577

Please Indicate How Many Households
in Each Zipcode You Served

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10445119578

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10445119577
https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10445119578


We know that disaster recovery can
place unexpected demands on an
organization’s capacity and we are
interested in learning more about the
challenges and demands your
organization may have experienced.
Please describe briefly any specific
demands your organization has dealt
with as the result of your tornado
recovery work?  In future disasters, how
best can the CFMT further support the
work of organizations serving disaster
victims beyond grantmaking?

The Red Cross model is only possible with the support of volunteers, which
comprise 90% of our work force. There are thousands of  people  across
the country who travel to the site of any disaster to support those in need.
In response to the Nashville area tornadoes, approximately 400 volunteers
came to Middle Tennessee to support our relief and recovery efforts. It is
thanks to our large and mobile volunteer corps that the Red Cross is able
to expand and respond to any size disaster, whenever and wherever it
occurs.

While the Red Cross may look different during Coronavirus, we are still
able to carry out our mission of providing humanitarian relief to those in
need.  In 2020, Red Cross responders provided more than 1.3 million
overnight stays with partners, served more than 3.6 million meals and
snacks with partners, distributed more than 596,300 relief items, provided
nearly 187,900 individual care contacts and distributed emergency financial
assistance to more than 282,500 individuals in response to back-to-back
hurricanes, wildfires, and other disasters. 

We appreciate the support of CFMT and the Tornado Response Fund in
the wake of the Nashville Tornadoes. Financial Assistance is a critical tool
for helping individuals impacted by disaster to begin the long road to
recovery. 

I have read and agree to the terms of the
Privacy Policy.

I have read and agree to the terms of the Privacy Policy.

Name of the representative completing
this application:

Leigh Elliott



MIDDLE TENNESSEE EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUND GRANT REPORTING

1.) Question about Caregories of Expenditures Related to Grant

We would like your total expenditures listed here--including both administrative and 

direct expenses, so your total should equal the amount of the grant you have spent to 

date.

100,000

IMMEDIATE RELIEF $0.00

Short-term Shelter and Temporary Housing $0.00

Utilities $0.00

Food Assistance $0.00

Clothing & Hygiene Needs $0.00

Short-term Financial Assistance/Direct Cash Support $100,000.00

Transportation (Bus Passes, Moving Expenses) $0.00

Clean-up and Debris Removal $0.00

Other (please note description for other)

EMERGING/LONG-TERM RECOVERY

Case Management $0.00

Legal Services $0.00

Mental Health/Counseling $0.00

Permanent Housing $0.00

Rebuilding/Construction $0.00

Tree Planting/Beautification $0.00

Other (please note description for other)

TOTAL $100,000.00

2.) How Many Households Have You Served in Each Zipcode Impacted by Tornado?

# of HOUSEHOLDS SERVED

37203 0.00



37206 83.00

37208 292.00

37214 22.00

37216 0.00

37218 0.00

37076 117.00

37087 10.00

37090 25.00

37122 93.00

38501 128.00

38506 0.00

38544 11.00

Other 25.00

TOTAL 806.00
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